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5 MARK QUESTIONS 

1. Write any five objectives of learning vocabulary 

• To know a word in L2 and recognize it in its spoken and written from. 

• To recall the words 

• To use the words in the correct form. 

• To pronounce the words. 

• To speak correctly. 

• To spell it clearly 

• To use in the correct collocation. 

 
2. Write the four techniques which can be used by a teacher in higher classes 

 

Spelling                   _   through syllabification 

Pronunciation        _   through the teacher’s model 

Meaning                  _  through TLM explanation 

Usage                       _  through different sentences 

 

3. Write one word substitutes from the list: ( dairy, stationary, stationery, diary, alter) 

a) Ramu  bought cheese and curd from the dairy 

b) Veena has the habit of writing diary 

c) The bus dashed against a stationery van 

d) Raju wanted to alter his plans  

e) Rani bought pencils and paper from a stationary 

 
4. Finish each sentence with a word from the word box.  [ Patriot, Participant, Peculiar, 

Peak, Partner. ] 

a) A person who has odd or strange behavior is a peculiar person. 

b) A person who gives financial assistance to a person is partner. 
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c) A person who leves his country is a patriot. 

d) A person who taken part in something a participant. 

e) A person who takes in an activity with another or other participant. 

 
5. As a teacher how will you improve your students’ spelling. 

       English is an unphonetic language.  So spelling is not taught. It is 

caught.  The spelling and the pronunciation do not always correlate.   

In English we write a word but read the same word differently.  The 

best way to learn spelling would be not drilling nor imposition.   

It is through intuition by constant reading and working out exercises 

students’ spelling can be improved. 

      While teaching spelling, syllabification of words should form the basis. It 

is not counting the letters and splitting the words.  It is easier to learn the 

spelling if the words is syllabified. 

Ex: equipment              :eq _ uip _ ment 

 
6. Name some of the steps in learning to spell a word. 

a) Look out the word and say the letters. 

b) Think how each sound is spelt. 

c) Close your eyes and picture how the word works. 

d) Spell the word to yourself. 

e) Write the word. 

f) Check your spellings with the book. 

 
7. Name some of the steps for spelling a word when you are writing on your own. 

I. Think of the exact word you want to use. 

II. If you know how to spell it, write it. 

III. If you are not sure, say the word to yourself. 

IV. Picture what the word looks like when you see it in print. 

V. Write the word. 

VI. Ask yourself, if the word looks alright. 

VII. If you are not sure, refer the dictionary. 

 
8. Suggest some of the spelling games to practice spelling. 

      Some of the spelling games to practice spelling. 
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a) Write what you see. 

b) Write what you hear. 

c) Write what you know. 

d) Make words. 

e) Stepping stones. 

f) Pattern puzzle  

g) word puzzles  and 

h) Composite pictures. 

 

9. Suggest some of the activities taken in the classroom to practise spelling. 

A. Arrange letters in the alphabetical order. (i) Fill in the blanks to complete 

alphabet  

B. Arranging words in alphabetical order by the first letter 

C. Arranging words in alphabetical order by the first two letters. 

D. Arranging words which begin with the same letter in alphabetical order 

according to the first three letters. 

E. Find out the names of colours. 

F. Find out beach words, classroom words, post office etc., 

G. Delete one letter and add one letter to form a new word. 

 
10. How does word puzzles help to practice correct spelling give examples? 

         In the word puzzles, the correct words are selected with the help of clues 

and blanks. While filling up the blanks, the puzzles help to write the correct 

spellings. 

      _ _ e e _       (what we do at night) 

      _e e _           (another word for look) 

      _e e _           (insect that gives us honey) 

      _e e _           (what mangoes grow on) 

       _e e _          (what seven days make) 

 

11. How does composite picture help in practicing spelling? 

       Composite picture is an interesting evaluating technique. In story telling 

composite picture plays an important part.  It helps to understand the story 

better.  It gives several details or items. 
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       A composite picture may consist items like a market, a beach, a school, 

bus stand etc., 

1.  Children look at the picture carefully and write down the names of 

the items. 

2. Help can be given to children who find the task difficult. 

3. For quick learners, more challenging questions can be given that may 

not be in the picture. 

 

12. Explain connotation. 

        In connotation, the choice of one phrase rather than the other indicates 

the speaker’s feelings about the other person.  Certain words though they refer 

to similar meaning, they convey some kind of feeling or judgement.    

Example :  

           _ slim person, thin person, skinny person 

           _ fat baby, plumpy baby resolute, determined, stubborn, adamant 

      Words like skinny, fat, stubborn or adamant tend to have unfavourable 

connotation.   

      Words like slim, resolute, determined, tend to have favourable connotation. 

 

13. Name a few vocabulary activities for primary school children. 

1. Display with vocabulary key. 

2. Connection  _ tree, bird, nest, fruit……. 

3. Course book recall. 

4. Rhyme time  _  mud, tub, bun…… 

5. Directions to children  _  last word rhymings. 

6. Tasks with dictionary. 

7. Word trap. 

8. Word not work etc.,  

end 


